B.S. in Mechanical ENGINEERING (Non-MECOP)

Classes can be taken in any order as long as prerequisites are met and course is offered in desired term.

This is ONE way of completing coursework; there are many ways.

**English Composition**

**Studies in English Composition**

*Perspective: WC* (3) **
*Perspective: LA* (3) **
*Perspective: CD* (3) **
*Perspective: LD* (3) **
*Diff. Power and Disc.* (3) **
*Synthesis: STS* (3) **
*Synthesis: CGI* (3) **

Notes:

All major and support courses (listed in orange and yellow) must be taken for a letter grade and passed with C or better.

*If MIME 101 is not completed by fall of second year with a C or better, replace MIME 101 requirement with 3 more credits of restricted technical elective.

**Baccalaureate core classes can be completed any term in any order, except for: WR 121 should be completed during the first year and Synthesis courses are typically taken closer to graduation than Perspective courses.

**If MIME 101 is not completed by fall of second year with a C or better, replace MIME 101 requirement with 3 more credits of restricted technical elective.

> ECON 201 or 202 is taken to satisfy both an ME major requirement and the Social Processes and Institutions bacc core area.

**ECON 201 or 202 is taken to satisfy both an ME major requirement and the Social Processes and Institutions bacc core area.

**Bacc. Core

**Support

**Major

**Course Title

**Prerequisite

**Prepared by: ME Non MECOP